FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Geva Comedy Improv presents
PICK YOUR MISADVENTURE!

April 11, 2018. Rochester, N.Y. – Deep in the dark corners of the world, an unlikely team of adventurers is in search of something extraordinary. Facing countless obstacles and death at every turn, will our brave seekers surmount all odds and be victorious in their quest, or will they perish alone and forgotten?

It all depends on the choices made by YOU, the audience, along every step of the way. Grab only your most hearty and adventurous friends, some cold adult beverages, and rations for the improvised journey ahead as the GCI cast takes the trail less traveled, or the road most taken...

April 20th & 21st
8:30 PM
Tickets: $10
In the Fielding Stage

Get your tickets at the Geva Theatre Box office, online at www.gevacomedyimprov.org or by calling 232-Geva (4382).

Recommended for mature audiences: Strong Language and Adult Content. Recommended for ages 18+**

*ENDS*